SUREREND WET DASH

Surerend Wet Dash is a prebagged traditional render sometimes known as wet harl
The finished render texture can be varied to suit existing planning requirements with
differing sharp or round aggregates.
A special Surerend paint is available to finish the exterior in a wide range of colours.

If applied correctly by hand or projection machine the results can be highly attractive and
have the durability that is required of a Wet Dash Finish.
Surerend Wet Dash comes in traditional and polymer grades, where the polymer grade is
used on Surerend External Insulation Systems
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Surerend Wet Dash Finish and Surerend Wet Dash Premix are Supplied in 25kg waterproof bags.

PREPARATION All surfaces must be sound, clean, dry and free of any material which may impair adhesion. Do not
apply to shiny surfaces. Scaffolding must be independently tied to allow for uninterrupted application. Any faults
in the structure, particularly those which may lead to moisture penetration, must be rectified. Mask around the
areas where material is to be applied. Masking tape must be removed before the material has dried out. Beads
and expansion joints should be included as required by the substrate and BS standards and carried through all
applied materials.
PRIMING If the substrate is very dry water down with clean water to control the suction, this will ensure the base
coat does not dry too quickly.
DIFFICULT SUBSTRATES When applying to brick or light weight blocks prepare the substrate using Powerseal
before application of the renders.
MIXING Surerend wet dash premix Coat plus Render should be mixed with clean water at a rate of
approximately 4—4.5litres per 25kg bag using a suitable paddle or pan mixer, concrete mixer, mix for 2 minutes,
allow to stand for 2 minutes then re-mix. This process allows the additives to dissolve and activate.
APPLICATION To avoid dampness and discolouration rendering should be avoided below DPC or within 150mm
of ground level.
8mm Scratch Coat( Surerend Base coat plus) - Ready to receive Wet Dash premix Apply to the substrate with a
stainless-steel trowel and for ease of application a serrated feather edge and finishing spatula will help. Once
picked up then scratch or brush key finish and allowed to set. Total thickness = 8mm , after overnight cure then
apply
5-6mm Wet Dash Premix Apply to the substrate with a stainless-steel trowel and for ease of application a
serrated feather edge and finishing spatula will help, once levelled flat leave to pick up until surface feels tight
Wet Dash Finish thickness 6-10mm should then be applied using a stainless steel casting trowel or projection
machine. Mixing of Surerend Wet Dash (one part powder and one part aggregate with 5 -5.5litres of water.)
depending on size and shape of aggregate required for the finial finish, Mixed in a cement mixer or using a
paddle mixer and mixing drum.
( Surerend Wet Dash is a 3 coat system or 2 coat on to glass mesh ,EWI systems)

Finished with two coats Surerend paint.

Wet dash tinted

Wet Dash White

projection machine applied

Wet Dash Spray
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